Directions to Inverskilavulin Estate
Address: Inverskilavulin Estate, Glenloy, Banavie, Fort William, PH33 7PD
Coming from Glencoe/A82
Please follow these directions as soon as you see the Fort William sign arriving into Fort
William.
At the first roundabout after the Fort William sign (arriving from Onich/Glencoe/Oban side)
take the 2nd exit (straight).
At the second roundabout take the 2nd exit (right).
The road should curve slightly left and pass some traffic lights - keep going straight.
On your right you will see a football pitch as you drive straight.
At the next small roundabout - take the first exit.
At the next roundabout take the second exit (straight)
Follow the road until the next roundabout then take the 1st exit.
You will go over a bridge.
At the next roundabout take the 2nd exit (straight).
After a little while you will pass a small bridge - turn right after this bridge - the sign should
say Banavie B8004 (the sign is on the left of the road).
Keep going straight for 4 miles approximately.
At some point, you will see a farm called 'Strone Farm' on your right.
You should take the next left (be careful it is not the little path into the forest straight after
the farm - you must go down the hill and take the left before a small bridge)
The sign should say Glenloy/Glenloy wildlife.
Follow this small road straight for about 2 miles.
You will eventually pass a wooden bridge and see a sign for Inverskilavulin next to some
bins.
Turn right here and follow the track up - we are the big house in the middle.
Coming from the A9 (Perth/House of Bruar)
Please follow these directions from Spean Bridge
Once you have passed the sign for Spean Bridge, follow the road straight.
You will arrive at a junction with a road in front of you that curves round to the right.
On your left there will be a B&B/Restaurant called Smiddy House/Russell’s restaurant.
Turn right at this junction.
Follow the road up the hill.
You will arrive on a sort of plateau with the commando monument on your left.
Take the next left.
Follow the road – it will narrow in a little after passing the monument on your left.
Go straight for quite a while.
A bit further down you will cross over a stone bridge and the road will have a river on
your left. Keep going.
You will drive up a small but steep hill and see another larger bridge.
Cross over the bridge and take the left immediately after the bridge and go up the hill.
At the top of the hill turn left – be careful there is no car flying down the road from
your right.

Follow this road – you will eventually pass a small bridge – keep going.
After a while you will see “Erracht” on your right.
Keep going straight and there will be another small stone bridge just after Erracht.
Take the right immediately after this bridge – the sign should say Glenloy.
Follow this single track road.
You will eventually arrive at a wooden bridge with a big logo for Inverskilavulin in front
of you next to some bins.
Take the right after this bridge.
Follow the single track road up.
Go through the gates – we are the big house in the middle.
If you will be arriving from the Isle of Skye (Mallaig), please follow the below
directions from the Banavie turning.
From the A830 from Mallaig, turn into Banavie (which is before Fort William). The sign
should say Banavie B8004.
Keep going straight for 4 miles approximately.
At some point, you will see a farm called 'Strone Farm' on your right.
You should take the next left (be careful it is not the little path into the forest straight
after the farm - you must go down the hill and take the left before a small bridge)
The sign should say Glenloy/Glenloy wildlife.
Follow this small road straight for about 2 miles.
You will eventually pass a wooden bridge and see a sign for Inverskilavulin next to
some bins.
Turn right here and follow the track up - we are the big house in the middle.
If you will be arriving from the Isle of Skye (Skye Bridge/A87/Inverness)
Please follow the below directions from the commando monument just after Stronaba.
You will arrive on a sort of plateau with the commando monument on your right.
Take the this right.
Follow the road – it will narrow in a little after passing the monument on your left.
Go straight for quite a while.
A bit further down you will cross over a stone bridge and the road will have a river on
your left. Keep going.
You will drive up a small but steep hill and see another larger bridge.
Cross over the bridge and take the left immediately after the bridge and go up the hill.
At the top of the hill turn left – be careful there is no car flying down the road from
your right.
Follow this road – you will eventually pass a small bridge – keep going.
After a while you will see “Erracht” on your right.
Keep going straight and there will be another small stone bridge just after Erracht.
Take the right immediately after this bridge – the sign should say Glenloy.
Follow this single track road for about 2 miles.
You will eventually arrive at a wooden bridge with a big logo for Inverskilavulin in front
of you next to some bins.
Take the right after this bridge.
Follow the single track road up.

Go through the gates – after the big white house in the middle of the estate, take the first
right which goes behind the middle house. You will arrive at your cabin. The lock and key is
on the wall at the back door.
Please give us a call on 00447876665344 if you need further directions, we are happy to
help.

